
Instruction Manual of Slow Masticating Juicer
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

All users of this appliance must read these instructions and safety precautions 

before operating to avoid personal injury or damage to the appliance.

Warning!

Hazardous or unsafe operation may result in damage to the appliance or 

personal injury.

Don’t operate without locking the hopper properly.

Don’t attempt to juice hard materials such as large seeds (those that can’t 

be swallowed or chewed), pits or ice.

Don’t attempt to move the base while in operatin.

Don’t put any parts into the dishwasher or use abrasives to clean.  Exposure 

to heat or abrasives can cause damage.

If food gets stuck in the feeding tube, don’t use anything other than the 

included tool or to push through.  If this doesn’t help disasseble and remove.

Don’t use for more than 30 minutes continuously (household use only).

using immediately and contact customer service.  It is possible that this 

Don’t input anything other than fruits or vegetales as this can cause 

a malfunction.

Don’t use outdoors.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 

!

1

Don’t place on or near a hot gas or electric burner or in a heated oven.

Do not use appliance for other than intended use.

Always unplug the appliance after use.

Avoid contact with moving parts.



GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND PARTS NAMES

FILTER

COARSE FILTER 

The bigger holes of the strainer produce thicker juice (more

pulp) when soft fruits or vegetables are extracted.

FINE FILTER

pulp) when hard fruits or vegetables are extracked.

OZ ML

800

1000

600

400

200
8
1CUP

12
2CUPS

16
3CUPS

32
4CUPS

OZ ML
600

500

400

300

200

100

20

12

4

16
2CUPS

16
2CUPS

 Hopper

Auger

        （more pulp）

          （less pulp）

Auto cleaning brush

Base

Collector basket

Pulp container

Juice container

Feed pusher

Cleaning brush
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INSTALLATION ORDER

1. Base 

2. Basket 

3. Auto cleaning brush

4. Filter

5. Auger

6. Hopper
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Step 2: Align the three concavitis at the bottom of the basket with the three 

raised positions on the base.  Afterward, check to ensure that there isn’t 

any movement between the two adjoining parts.

Step 1: Please ensure the silicone gasket set at baskets waste chute is in the 

properly closed or the machine won’t operate correctly causing spillage.

Notice: The machine won’t work if not 

              installed properly.
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Step 3:

Step 4:

it seat into place.

Place the cleaning brush and strainer in the basket and align the  “    ”

until you feel they are securely in place.

500

400

300

200

100

16.9

8
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Step 5: Align the “    ” with the “     ” on the basket  and rotate the hopper chute 

clockwise in the direction of  “close”  until the opposing triangles meet

just as in the diagram below.

Notice: if the hopper doesn’t fasten with the basket correctly, the machine will not 

operate.

Put the hopper on the basket

Step 5-1:

Step 5-2:
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OPERATION INSTRUCTION

1. Prepare the material and plug-in the machine to the nearest power supply.

Notice: Don’t attempt to plug in with

              with wet hands.

2. Please press “forward” to run it.

Notice :  “FORWARD”: Push the material forward 

              “REVERSE”: Push the material backwards

Pressing the "reverse" switch while in "forward" operation can cause failure.  

while in operation and switching its direction doesn’t help, disassemble and clean.  

Try again.

FORWARD

REVERSE

OFF

FORWARD-OFF-REVERSE 

repeat 2-3 times if machine

gets stuck
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PROHIBITED MATERIAL

Persimmon, mangosteen, mango, peach, apricot, plum, 

papaya, and other seeds. 

If the machine malfunctions or is damaged due to improper operation, the 

warranty will be void and will not be eligible for exchange or replacement.

If any of the below warnings are not followed, the warranty will not be 

honored.

Hard kernels or seeds

Remove all seeds from fruit. 

Pineapple, melon, watermelon, orange, lemon, lychee, 

durian, mangosteen and others.

Thick or hard skin

Remove all thick skins.

Frozen raspberry, blueberry, strawberry, mango, mulberry 

and anything frozen.

Frozen fruit or ice

Make sure anything introduced into the basket is completely 
thawed before using.  The use of ice is prohibited

Coconut, kudzu, sugar cane or grains that have not been 

soaked (beans, rice, etc.). 

Can't juice

These will cause the machine to function improperly and 
possibly cause it damage.

Sesame, Soybean, Rapeseed, Edible oil, Animal viscera.

Plant/Animal oil

Materials that contain vegetable or animal oil are forbidden 
since this will cause damage to the machine’s operation.
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DISASSEMBLY CLEANING AND CARE

1. Before disassembly, ensure the motor stops completely.  Unplug the power cord.

2. Disassemble by repeating the assembly instructions in reverse;

 a.  Unlock the hopper by twisting it counter clockwise.

b.  Remove the auger by lifting it up. 

c.  Remove the strainer by lifting it up.

d.  Remove the auto cleaning brush by lifting it up.

e.  Finally, remove the basket by lifting up.  

    the debris chute (see diagram on page 10).

4. Disassemble auto cleaning brush (see diagram on page 11)  

5. Rinse all parts under warm running water and use the brush when necessary 

    to remove any debris.

6. Wipe the base with a damp cloth.

When unplugging, be sure to hold the cord by its head.

Never touch the power cord with moist or wet hands.

3. Take off the two removable gaskets and unplug the one gasket from
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BASKET DISASSEMBLY AND WASH

Remove the bowl center 

gasket by be careful 

not to drop the basket  and bowl as it may cause damage.

Remove the bowl center and juice cap inner gasket.1

2 3
Open the silicon gasket for rinsing with warm
water.  Use brush to remove any debris when
necessary.

Rinse bowl and gaskets under warm running
water.  Use brush to remove any debris when 
necessary.

Juice cap 
gasket 

Bowl center gasket

Debris chute gasket

Lift open the juice cap and pull off the inner gasket.

pinching and twisting it with two fingers. While doing this
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SPINNING BRUSH DISASSEMBLY AND WASH

spinning brush.

spinning brush frame.

With cleaning brush, clean the inside 

and outside of brush frame under warm 

running water.

If necessary, brush them clean.

Hold the brush frame and gently 

and out as in the diagram. 

WARNING:

by force and without following the 

indicated method, they may be torn

and or the brush frame may be 

damaged.

1

3

2

SPINNING 
BRUSH FRAME 

SILICONE 
FIN

CLEANING 
BRUSH
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is in the proper direction for installation.

Note: There are grooves to insert silicone 

wing.

As shown to the left, ensure that  the inner 

wing is facing the brush frame.
1

3

2

SPINNING BRUSH ASSEMBLY

 

Insert the silicone brush into the brush

frame.

As in the above diagram, ensure that the 

brush frame.  Insert the inner wing into the 

groove of the brush frame and pull down to 

insert into the bottom.

Insert the larger inner wing into the mid 

groove of the brush frame and pull up to 

insert into the top of the groove as shown 

in the diagram to the left.

If auto cleaning brush operates without 

proper assembly, there is a risk of damage.

Tail inner wing

Head inner Wing 

 UP
(smaller 
part)

Down 
(bigger
part)

Brush Groove

SPINNING BRUSH SILICONE BRUSH
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STERILIZATION AND QUICK CLEANING METHOD
STERILIZATION

QUICK CLEANING METHOD

For sterilization use baking soda or natural wash-up liquids only

You can thoroughly clean parts by immersing in water diluted with one or 

two teaspoons of baking soda or a few drops of natural wash-up liquids for 

about 30 minutes.

Enure that both the juice and pulp containers are in 
the correct place and after closing the juice cap, pour 
the water into feeding tube and turn on.

2
After a few minutes, open the juice 
cap inorder to completely discharge 
the water.

3
Whenever changing the ingredients, it’s not necessary to disassemble and 

wash.  Do so at your own discretion.  After juicing, make sure to disassemble 

and wash before storage.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Item 

Model  

Rated Voltage 

Power Rating  

Rated Use Time 

Speed  

Net Weight 

Dimension 

Manufacturer

The method of Juice extraction

Slow Masticating Juicer

JW-SJ001

110V-120V

260W

Maximum 30 minutes

48rpm

6.4kg/14.08lb

(LxWxH) 230x172x485mm/

9”x6.77”x19.1”

1Easylife

Slow extrusion/Slow grinding/ 

Slow masticating

What's a Slow Masticating Juicer: 

1Easylife Masticating Juicer uses an auger to squeeze out juice instead of shredding 

fruits and vegetables with high-speed blades like centrifugal juicers.

Juicer Features:

Slow, powerful extraction for optimum nutrition with minimal oxidation, preserving 

natural taste and nutrients.

Easy to assemble and disassemble without any tools.  Clean using only tap water  

and the included cleaning brush.

Includes a reversing function to dislodge if the auger gets stuck and helps keep the 

juicer running at all times.  Quiet design with minimal operating noise.  CE, ETL, and 

This natural motion minimizes damage to ingredients, helping keep a more natural 
taste whilst keeping nutrition intact.

Certificate CE, ETL, and RoHS certified

RoHS certified.
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PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

The choice of ingredients is important. They shouldn’t be too hard or too soft.  

If they are too hard, damage to the juicer can result.  Ginger should be sliced 

. Hard apples are good for juicing; soft apples are not.

The 

can be used for making a cake, rice, soup, etc.

for a few seconds to dislodge.

It is recommended to not use the juicer for more than 30 minutes at a time since 

Do not introduce any hard material, large seeds, ice or frozen products into the 

feed hole of the juice extractor.
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WARRANTY

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

You may return your undamaged product and packaging within 30 days 

of purchase to receive a FULL REFUND for any reason. If the reason for 

return isn’t quality-related,  the customer must pay the return shipping costs.

5 YEAR WARRANTY

This product comes with 2-Year warranty for all parts and accessories & 

Extended  5-Year warranty for the motor and main body.

Requests for orders shipped internationally

We will take care of all quality-related issues with a FULL REFUND including 

any  return shipping costs. This includes purchases shipped overseas from 

the USA  via Amazon.

Contact

If you have any comments or question please send us an e-mail.  We try to 

answer  e-mails within 48 business hours.

E-MAIL: support@1easylife.com.cn

Website: http://1easylife.com.cn
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